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Hi, I’m Mark!

The “Broken Man”

The “Halifax Pier”

My Inspiration…



For Those That Didn’t Read the Bio Blurb (...Same)

- ~21 years of security, sysadmin, and sweng roles
- Univ. Michigan, Rapid7, Philips, Duo Security, Cisco, Gemini, and more

- Testified before U.S. Copyright Office, FTC, and CPSC
- Part of cohort that led to the U.S. DMCA Security Research Exemption

- Recovering from finishing a Cyber Security PhD in March

- Presenter/panelist 140-ish times around the world
- Black Hat, DEF CON, RSA, FIRST, SecTor, THOTCON, CODEGATE, etc.

- ❤ Alexander Keiths, Donair, and Haligonians - I AM BACK!

2014 - AtlSecCon

2016 - AtlSecCon



The Crux of Today’s Talk…

“Seems like it s
hould help…”

“That’s what the experts say to do…”

“It’s actually a best practice…”

“This will stop an attacker from…”

“It’s better than not doing anything…”

“If only their security team had…”

“That breach wouldn’t have happened if…”



It Me



“But Mark, how much can you fit into this one keynote?”



Industry Claim
Great security teams are 
finding & remediating all of the 
vulnerabilities found within 
their 3rd-party dependencies.



Strong Disagree



(Most) 3rd-party Dependency Vulnerabilities Don’t Matter

- Dependency Volume: Build anything with NPM lately? :troll-face:

- Vulnerability Volume: There were 20,171 CVEs filed in 2021 alone

- Issue Accuracy: A CVE does not mean a vulnerability even actually exists

- Issue Risk: An issue’s CVSS is not adapted to your particular code base

- Exploitability: A dependency vulnerability doesn’t matter if your code is not 
using the vulnerable functionality in an exploitable way… 



3rd-party Dependency Management for IMPACT

Reachability Analysis is the only thing this 
industry should be working towards now… 

“Does my code implement this dependency 
in a manner that allows the abuse of a CVE’s 
associated vulnerability in a material way?”

https://r2c.dev/blog/2022/introducing-semgrep-supply-chain/

https://r2c.dev/blog/2022/introducing-semgrep-supply-chain/


Industry Claim
Vulnerability management is a 
cornerstone of a mature 
security program with SLAs 
and automated issue tracking.



Vulnerability Management in Real Life

- “We automatically file issues to impacted teams via Jira, cool huh?!”
- They aren’t reviewing any of that stuff.

- “…well they have to, there’s an SLA for each issue.” 😏 
- Nothing happens if they violate the SLA.

- “Oh SLA violations are taken very seriously, there’s another form that…”
- This is why they don’t send you holiday cards.

- “But you should see our vulnerability burn down chart - lots of progress!”
- Yeah that’s because they needed a new feature, so they ran apt upgrade finally 😬

- “What have I been doing with my career?” 😭



The Year is 2022, But We’re Still Patching Like it’s 1999

- 1999: “These three servers under my desk can’t be rebooted or the website 
goes down… bring it up at next month’s change acceptance board meeting.”

- 2022: “We build a fully-patched, minimal container to run our application each 
night with a Blue/Green deployment, promoting the new container across the 
k8s pod automatically once all integration testing & health checks fully pass.”

Stop using security teams to tell engineering teams they aren’t patching enough

Start using security teams to engineer more resilient architectures as real partners

Can’t turn off a server without your company breaking? Solve that first.



Industry Claim
Bug bounty programs should 
not allow social engineering as 
part of the program scope… 
because chaos would ensue.



Strong Disagree



They Seem Like a Reputable Organization!

https://view.highspot.com/viewer/63331a7d636dfba82d30b30c

https://view.highspot.com/viewer/63331a7d636dfba82d30b30c


Bug Bounty Programs Need to Integrate Social Engineering

- Argument #1: “We can’t just have bounty people harassing our employees!”
- Bounty programs exist based on rules by design, this is just a new context of applying them.

- Argument #2: “There are THOUSANDS of bounty hunters, that’s too much.”
- I’d suggest doing this as part of a private bounty program and opt-in qualified social engineers.

- Argument #3: “Our employee phishing exercises show we’re already fine…”
- Not all social engineering is via phishing. A lot of it isn’t, in fact. We’ve got tunnel vision.

https://threatpost.com/phony-order-faxed-to-registrar-leads-to-metasploit-defacement/102576/

https://threatpost.com/phony-order-faxed-to-registrar-leads-to-metasploit-defacement/102576/


Industry Claim
Code & artifact cryptographic 
signatures will prevent supply 
chain attacks and stop the 
next SolarWinds-type incident.



Cryptographic Signatures Aren’t the Panacea: Act One

- Things Cryptographic Signatures Do Tell You:
- That a certain cryptographic key was used (validated differently asymmetric vs. symmetric)

- Things Cryptographic Signatures Don’t Tell You:
- How many people (and their integrity) possess the signing key used for that signature
- How many systems (and their integrity) possess the signing key used for that signature
- The security of interfaces (e.g., API) that are able to use a signing key to perform operations
- The authentication, authorization, & auditing requirements to use a signing key
- The security of the storage mechanism(s) (e.g. HSM, passphrase) protecting the signing key
- That the key (and any passphrase) was transferred between users and/or systems securely
- That the key was generated using proper randomness and with appropriate secrecy
- Whether that code or artifact is safe (e.g., no malware, not tampered with prior to signing)
- That the signature will be validated in all use cases and no attacker-led bypass conditions exist
- That an upstream certificate authority (as applicable) was not compromised to generate it



Cryptographic Signatures Aren’t the Panacea: Act Two

“We use a Yubikey with GPG keys to sign all of our Git commits.”

Compromised End-point:

- Yubikey already unlocked by the user with their PIN?
- Attacker can sign commits without any more work 

- Yubikey requires touch-to-sign for every commit?
- Hijack git (e.g., custom binary, script) to do malicious signature during a real commit
- Fatigue the user with “touch” requests… flashing lights are very compelling to tap

- …or skip that non-sense and hijack their Github.com browser session
- Add an attacker-controlled GPG key to their real user account configuration
- Use their web session to add a commit via Github.com… which signs the commit



An FYI: Vigilant Mode on Github

Beta + Opt-in

Different Assurance Levels

https://docs.github.com/en/authentication/managing-commit-signature-verification/about-commit-signature-verification

https://docs.github.com/en/authentication/managing-commit-signature-verification/about-commit-signature-verification


Trusting Code Signing Implicitly Has Consequences

Via Mark Curphy at https://blog.crashoverride.com/the-appsec-letter-bomb-problem

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/microsoft-code-sign-check-bypassed-to-drop-zloader-malware/

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/06/simple-technique-bypassed-macos-signature-checks-by-third-party-tools/

https://blog.crashoverride.com/the-appsec-letter-bomb-problem
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/microsoft-code-sign-check-bypassed-to-drop-zloader-malware/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/06/simple-technique-bypassed-macos-signature-checks-by-third-party-tools/


Industry Claim
Using an endpoint agent to 
provide a posture check for 
ZTA provides security value 
during authentication attempts.



Agents Send Data to APIs… AGENTS SEND DATA TO APIs

https://medium.com/@chaim_sanders/dissecting-and-mitming-duo-device-health-app-6a405c4442fb

https://github.com/kdrag0n/safetynet-fix

- Does your ZTA deployment require 
that a “fresh” response is provided?

- Can an end-user access any private 
key or token used to sign API data?

- If the agent stops running, does that 
prevent authentication attempts?

- Would an attacker be able to do a 
DLL hijack or process hooking?

- Does an, e.g. EDR, monitor for API 
calls being generated outside of 
your agent’s actual process?

https://medium.com/@chaim_sanders/dissecting-and-mitming-duo-device-health-app-6a405c4442fb
https://github.com/kdrag0n/safetynet-fix


“Never Trust, Always Verify” ZTA Advocates, Probably

- Changing your point-of-trust does not necessarily increase verification quality

- Clients are still untrusted, even with a TPM. Yes you, TPM person - I see you.

- Verification has a gradient (see code signing issues) of quality; it’s not uniform

- Use posture management to help ensure that good people are staying safe

- Do not use posture management to discern a bad person isn’t being malicious

Zero Trust Architecture cannot solve intractable security problems



Industry Claim
We never give source code to 
security firms for an application 
penetration test because ‘real 
attackers’ don’t have it and we 
want to emulate that scenario!







‘Black Box’ Penetration Testing is Wrong For Most Everyone

1) You are paying money to derive value (not ☑, right? RIGHT?) so what is the best 
way to derive value? HAVE AS MANY VALID FINDINGS AS POSSIBLE.

2) Any assumption about “real attackers” is wrong. All of your engineers have a 
copy of your Git repository and some of them stored it in places you’d hate.

3) And help your consultancy by….
a) Provide a full production-like architecture deployment that they can log into and instrument fully
b) Give them the same information a “new hire” engineer would receive to ramp up on context
c) Share an overview of what microservices actually do, code composition details, and repo name
d) Offer time to speak with engineers and/or security engineers when questions ultimately arise
e) Do NOT have a WAF/RASP/whatever in their way – mitigations are great, until they fail to be…



Industry Claim
‘Shifting left’ in product security 
means we’re able to put more 
of our security testing in the 
engineer’s IDE and CI/CD jobs.



Are We Shifting Left, or Just Shifting Left-ish?

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/msft-security-dev-lifecycle

Vendors say…I say… We all used to say…

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/msft-security-dev-lifecycle


https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/shifting-knowledge-left-keeping-up-with-modern-application-security

Rethinking the Security Development Lifecycle (SDL)

https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/shifting-knowledge-left-keeping-up-with-modern-application-security


BEFORE You Deploy Exciting New CI/CD Security Testing…

1. Have you educated your engineers - like actual hands-on experience - with the 
types of vulnerability classes they are expected to triage in their builds?

2. Does your AppSec/ProdSec team have engineers ready to provide rapid triage 
of a PR blocker, failed testing job, or finding an engineer can’t understand?

3. Are security tools being “shifted left” first tuned by experts, for specific code 
bases, prior to them being enabled in production build pipelines/branches?

4. Do engineers receive onboarding and regular updates on how the security 
testing tooling they interact with works, inclusive of filing bugs and UX issues?



And Now, For the Hottest 
Take of Them All…

🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥



Every Hiring Manager Ever
“We have a world-class security 
program and team!”



They Probably Don’t. 😬



And That’s OK! ❤



“Anything Pleasant to Share, Mark?”

1) Use maturity models to ensure you’re not getting program “tunnel vision”

2) Product Security needs partnership with Product Managers on their roadmaps

3) Leverage existing standards and methodologies - cleverness costs cycles

4) Data classification + threat modeling helps to prevent wasted time/resources

5) One qualified Security Engineer is better than five under-qualified ones

EDUCATE YOUR ENGINEERS - YOU WILL NEVER SCALE OTHERWISE



“Yeah… But More?”

- Realizing Software Security Maturity - The Growing Pains & Gains

- Crawl, Walk, Run: Living the PSIRT Framework

- Shifting Knowledge Left: Keeping Up With Modern Application Security

- Know Your Audience: Using Personas for Better PSIRT Outcomes

- Balancing Cybersecurity Insurance and a Strong Security Program

…and much more at https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/

https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/realizing-software-security-maturity-the-growing-pains-and-gains
https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/crawl-walk-run-living-the-psirt-framework-1
https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/shifting-knowledge-left-keeping-up-with-modern-application-security
https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/know-your-audience-using-personas-for-better-psirt-outcomes
https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/no-single-answer-balancing-cybersecurity-insurance-and-a-strong-security-program
https://speakerdeck.com/mstanislav/


Thank You! I’m Slightly Less Broken. Only Slightly.

Questions?

Grievances?

Cathartic hugs?

Beers at The Lower Deck?

Belt out (not me) Barrett’s Privateers acapela?

mark.stanislav@gmail.com https://uncompiled.com/

mailto:mark.stanislav@gmail.com
https://uncompiled.com/

